A) 

*Nfil3* - Acute

Fold Induction mRNA expression relative to non-treated
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B) 

*Dbp* - Acute

Fold Induction mRNA expression relative to non-treated
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C) 

*Nurr1* - Acute

Fold Induction mRNA expression relative to non-treated
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D) 

*Crem* - Acute

Fold Induction mRNA expression relative to non-treated
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E) 

*Cebpb* - Acute

Fold Induction mRNA expression relative to non-treated
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F) 

*Nfil3* - Chronic

Fold Induction mRNA expression relative to non-treated
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G) 

*Dbp* - Chronic

Fold Induction mRNA expression relative to non-treated
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H) 

*Nurr1* - Chronic

Fold Induction mRNA expression relative to non-treated
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I) 

*Crem* - Chronic

Fold Induction mRNA expression relative to non-treated
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J) 

*Cebpb* - Chronic

Fold Induction mRNA expression relative to non-treated
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